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The REViSITE project aims at producing a common crosssectoral ICT4EE roadmap: this result is not achievable in a
complete form by the consortium alone.
REViSITE needs the input of external experts such as ICT
players, industries, researchers, (all together: stakeholders)
working with selected RTD priorities.
The following document aims to summarise the work achieved in
the Task T1.1: RTD & Funding Communities Consolidation
Bruno Fiès (CSTB)
Executive summary:
bruno.fies@cstb.fr
This document relates to the work done in setting up and
maintaining this community. Our approach started with the
exploration of the ETPs behind the four targeted domains. The
different chapters are corresponding to the following steps:
(i)identification of key stakeholders within these ETPs;
(ii)identification of relevant stakeholders at a European and
National level; (iii)identification of relevant standardisation
initiatives and bodies; (iiii) definition of the communication
strategy towards this community and community profile.
The community has been built all along the project duration on a
desk based study but also with experts invited to events. At the
end of the project, the community counts more than 100 persons.
As mentioned in our communication procedure, REViSITE will
not publish any nominative and personal data. As the status of
this deliverable is Public. All names, emails and phone numbers
have been removed from the final public version of the document.
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